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MOBILITY & FITNESS

5 Fun Mindful Exercises to Improve
Health and Well-Being
Mindfulness is known to improve our health and
well-being. These fun mindful exercises will teach
you how to practice mindfulness and enjoy its many
benefts.
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the more fun mindful exercises are, the better.
Mindfulness has been shown to help people reduce sress and to beneft a

Women's Health

variety of health conditions. If you want to begin to cultivate mindfulness to
improve your health and well-being, don’t be intimidated. There are many
simple, fun mindful exercises to help get you sarted.
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Why Practice Mindfulness?
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Mindfulness has a long lis of benefts, which can help your mental and
physical health.[1] Some of the specifc ways in which mindfulness can
improve health include:
Fighting depression[2-5]
Helping you to lose weight[6,7]
Treating inflammatory bowel disease[8,9]
Preventing cardiovascular disease[10]
Managing chronic pain[8,11]
Reducing asthma symptoms[8]
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Improve symptoms and benefit quality of life with multiple sclerosis[12]
Treating fibromyalgia[8,13,14]
Managing PTSD[15]

Fun Mindful Exercises to Cultivate Mindfulness
for Yourself
You don’t have to be a regular meditator to enjoy the benefts of mindfulness
for yourself. In fact, there are many ways to incorporate mindfulness into your
life informally. If you are new to the idea of mindfulness and want a basic,
enjoyable introduction to it, give these fun mindful exercises a try:
1. Go on a mindful walk. Take 30 minutes out your day and go on a walk
around the neighborhood (or better yet, somewhere in a natural setting).
As you walk, set your intention on focusing on your surroundings. Pay
close attention to what you are seeing, hearing, and feeling. What does
the air feel like on your skin? What color is the sky? What sounds do you
hear? How does it feel to move your body? Get in tune with the muscles
you are using to walk, how your arms are swinging, and what your feet
feel like hitting the ground with each step. Your goal is to fully experience
your walk, noticing those things in and around you that you have never
noticed before. (See also our post “The Benefits of Walking.”)
2. Use a mindfulness coloring book. These days, coloring books aren’t
just for kids. You can now find an abundance of adult coloring books,
aimed at cultivating mindfulness and reducing stress. I personally like
Color Me Calm, which has a large collection of fun, beautiful patterns to
color in with categories like water scenes, geometric patterns, and natural
patterns. Break out a box of colored pencils, put on some peaceful music,
and set your attention on the page in front of you. You’ll find that focusing
all your thoughts and attention on a single simple and enjoyable task is an
easy way to bring about a relaxed, more mindful state.
3. Eat mindfully. Eating is one of the best ways to fully understand the idea
of mindfulness. Choose a small snack, like a bowl of fruit or nuts, and
slowly and intentionally observe and then eat your snack. By paying
attention to what the food feels like, how it smells, and how it tastes in
your mouth, you can cultivate a strong awareness of your immediate
experiences and sensations. For detailed instructions on how to do a
mindful eating exercise, go here.
4. Sit outside and listen. Take a seat in a peaceful place in the outdoors. It
doesn’t matter if this is your balcony, on a park bench, or in the grass.
Close your eyes, and begin to focus on what you can hear around you. Is
there wind? Can you hear anything moving around you, like insects flying
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or a squirrel climbing a tree? What can you hear in the distance? You’ll
find that the longer you sit, the more you will begin to notice. You may
sounds that you didn’t hear at first, such as cars driving on a road in the
distance, or the wind rustling the leaves in the tree above you.
5. Join a meditation class or group. There are many people out there, just
like you, who want to learn techniques for practicing mindfulness. Guided
classes and groups can be a fun way for people to come together and
learn more about mindfulness. Often these include a guided meditation,
followed by a group discussion and social time. These types of classes
will teach you how to do longer seated meditations, which you can make a
part of your routine at home.
If you want to take your mindfulness practice to the next level, consider
taking a mindfulness based sress reduction (MBSR) course. These are
generally eight weeks, designed to teach you how to engrain mindfulness
into your day-to-day life to create lasing change. Search for an MBSR
program in your area with a trained insructor.

Mindfulness Can Make Lasting Change for Your
Health and Well-Being
For me, making mindfulness a more intentional part of my life has made a big
diference. Once I fully undersood that dwelling on the pas and worrying
about the future brought me only sress, I realized how much good could
come out of appreciating the present moment. I have found that I have
become signifcantly more calm, content, and joyful after having incorporating
mindfulness into my own life. And my health has improved immensely.
Mindfulness can come in any moment. For example, while sitting in trafc, I
try not to worry about how slow I’m going or how frusrating it is to not be
moving; insead, I’ll try to take in the scenery around me and notice how
beautiful the sky is. What tips do you have for making mindfulness a regular
part of your life? Do you have any fun mindful exercises that work well for
you? Share your ideas in the comments section below.
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Iftekhar N. December 4, 2016

Full fegde information and need through reading,Thanks
Dee K. April 5, 2017

I have a class of seniors weekly, We are urban poler’s (activator Poles. We
also do exercises
all to Music. I would like examples for core exercise sitting in chairs and
sanding. Thank you.
Dee K. April 5, 2017

Would you please e-mail examples of core exercises for senior’s. Both
sitting and sanding./
Thank you.
Dee K. April 5, 2017

Would you please e-mail examples of core exercises for senior’s. Both
sitting and sanding./
Thank you.
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